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Production of d, t, and 3He nuclei in central Pb+Pb interactions was studied at five collision
energies (
√
sNN = 6.3, 7.6, 8.8, 12.3, and 17.3 GeV) with the NA49 detector at the CERN SPS.
Transverse momentum spectra, rapidity distributions, and particle ratios were measured. Yields
are compared to predictions of statistical models. Phase-space distributions of light nuclei are
discussed and compared to those of protons in the context of a coalescence approach. The coalescence
parameters B2 and B3, as well as coalescence radii for d and
3He were determined as a function of
transverse mass at all energies.
PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw
I. INTRODUCTION
The main goal of the heavy-ion program at the CERN
SPS is the experimental investigation of the properties of
nuclear matter under extreme conditions. In a head-on
inelastic collision of lead nuclei, accelerated to an en-
ergy of several tens of GeV per nucleon, a hot and dense
fireball of an extraordinary outward pressure gradient is
formed. After explosion-like decompression, the fireball
∗deceased
expands well beyond the volume defined by the geometric
overlap region of the colliding nuclei resulting in a mul-
tiparticle system with strong collective behavior. Exper-
imentally the overall dynamical evolution of the reaction
can be probed by measuring particle composition, longi-
tudinal and transverse momentum distributions of differ-
ent particle species, as well as multi-particle correlations.
The study of light nuclei production is of importance
for several reasons. First of all, the mechanism of cluster
formation in the interior of the fireball of a heavy-ion col-
lision is not well understood and requires further quanti-
tative investigations. It is likely that a significant fraction
of few-nucleon bound states registered near mid-rapidity
2are produced in a late stage of the reaction when the
hadronic matter becomes diluted and most of the newly
formed hydrogen and helium isotopes decouple from the
source having no subsequent rescatterings. So, light nu-
clei may serve as probes of the fireball dynamics at the
time of the freezeout.
In the simplest coalescence model [1–3] the yields of
light nuclei are well explained as being determined solely
by the distributions of their constituents (protons and
neutrons) and an empirical coalescence parameter (BA)
related to the size A of the cluster. Such an approach
works very well in proton-induced reactions and in nu-
clear interactions at low energies where collective flow
effects are smaller. However, for expanding nuclear mat-
ter, the simple coalescence model needs to be modified.
In relativistic heavy-ion collisions the production of nu-
cleon composites depends on the reaction ”homogeneity
volume” [4], whose characteristics are likely to be sensi-
tive not only to the nucleon phase space distributions at
freezeout, but also to the strength of momentum-space
correlations induced by collective flow [5]. To get insight
into the structure of the source and the characteristics
of its density and flow velocity profile, the parameters of
the rapidity and transverse momentum distributions of
clusters of different sizes need to be obtained over a large
phase space region.
Another commonly employed approach to describe
particle yields is based on statistical and thermal hadro-
chemical equilibrium models of particle production [6–9].
In a conventional thermal model, particle multiplicities
are predicted dependent on the bulk thermal parameters
of the system - the chemical freezeout temperature T ,
baryochemical potential µB and volume V . Though re-
cent versions of statistical thermal models are capable
to describe hadron abundances from heavy-ion reactions
in the range of collision energies from about 1 to several
103 GeV per nucleon [10–12], the question was raised [12–
14] whether this approach is justified when applied to the
production of nucleon clusters. The present paper does
not discuss this issue, but follows most previous publi-
cations on light nuclei production in applying the statis-
tical model to the hadron composition at freezeout and
assuming that the yields remain unchanged during the
further evolution of the fireball. Since thermal models
basically consider particle yields integrated over the full
phase space the lack of results on total multiplicities of
light nuclei has up to now prevented a straightforward
and quantitative test of the applicability of the statisti-
cal model approach to light nuclei production in the GeV
collision energy range. Thanks to the large acceptance
of the NA49 experiment, 3He and d production can be
measured and analyzed in a significant part of the final-
state phase space allowing an extrapolation of the yields
to full (4pi) phase space. This opens the possibility to
examine the statistical approach by these little explored
experimental probes.
The study of the production of light nuclei with dif-
ferent proton to neutron ratios in heavy-ion collisions
can probe the behavior of the asymmetric dense nuclear
matter Equation-of-State (EOS) for a range of densities,
temperatures and proton fractions. The dense nuclear
matter EOS is of fundamental importance for both nu-
clear physics and astrophysics. Several experimental ob-
servables which potentially reveal information about the
density dependence of the symmetry energy associated
with the n − p asymmetry (”symmetry energy” term in
the nuclear EOS) have been proposed at low and interme-
diate collision energies: multifragmentation [15–17], nu-
cleon directed and elliptic flow [18], the charged pion ratio
pi−/pi+ [19], and the isobaric yield ratios of light clus-
ters [20]. Unfortunately, none of these probes is uniquely
sensitive to the symmetry energy at all nuclear densities.
For example, calculations within an isospin-dependent
transport model demonstrated that the n/p ratio is most
sensitive to the symmetry energy at subnormal densities
(low collision energies), while with increasing collision
energy (at supra-normal densities) the sensitivity of the
pi−/pi+ ratio to the density dependence of the symmetry
energy was found to be stronger [21]. Thus, in order to
map out the entire density dependence of the symmetry
energy, a combination of several complementary observ-
ables in a broad range of collision energies is necessary.
NA49 is not capable of detecting and identifying neu-
trons. Under certain circumstances, however, one might
expect that the yield ratio of tritons to 3He is a measure
of the n/p ratio in the fireball, because the freezeout nu-
cleon isospin asymmetry leads to a sizable difference in
the production rates for light nuclei of different nucleon
composition. This paper presents the results of a study
comparing the production rates of A = 3 nuclei in the
SPS energy range.
It should be noted that when production of a compos-
ite of mass number A is analyzed in the framework of a
coalescence approach, the most common assumption is
that the yield of neutrons is equal to that of protons.
This is only partially true, because in relativistic heavy-
ion collisions relative abundances of nucleon species are
expected to change considerably during the dynamical
evolution of the reaction due to multiple rescattering ef-
fects in dense hadronic matter. Indeed, at AGS energies a
mid-rapidity n/p ratio Rnp = 1.19±0.08 was obtained for
central Au+Pb collisions at 11.5A GeV [22], which dif-
fers from both the n/p-ratio in the incident nuclei prior
to the interaction (≈ 1.5) and Rnp = 1 used in coales-
cence studies. The latter assumption introduces an ex-
tra systematic error into the results for the coalescence
parameters BA which scales as R
A−1
np . There is no exper-
imental data on Rnp for heavy-ion collisions above AGS
energies since usually experiments have not been capable
of detecting neutrons far from beam rapidity. Thus, new
experimental data on the energy dependence of the triton
to 3He asymmetry in the participant region of a central
Pb+Pb collision can shed some light on the degree of
chemical equilibration attained at SPS energies.
Up to now, light (anti)nuclei production has been
studied extensively only in the energy range below
3TABLE I: Summary of the data sets used in the analysis.
Ebeam (A GeV)
√
sNN (GeV) centrality 〈NW 〉 Nevents
20 6.3 0-7% 349 350,000
30 7.6 0-7% 349 400,000
40 8.8 0-7% 349 700,000
80 12.3 0-7% 349 250,000
158 17.3 0-12% 335 1200,000
√
sNN ≈ 20 GeV at the AGS [23–26] and SPS [27–30].
In Ref. [31] the NA49 experiment reported mid-rapidity
spectra of deuterons from central Pb+Pb collisions at√
sNN = 8.8, 12.3, and 17.3 GeV. This paper presents
results for a wider range of cluster species, which includes
also tritons and 3He nuclei, measured in central Pb+Pb
interactions at center of mass energies from 6 to 17 GeV.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes
the NA49 experiment and the studied data sets. Section
III outlines the details of the analysis procedure for light
nuclei. The main results of the paper are presented and
discussed in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper
with a summary of the results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The NA49 detector is a large acceptance magnetic
spectrometer for the study of hadron production in
heavy-ion collisions at the CERN SPS. The detector
components are described briefly below and a complete
description is given in Ref. [32]. The tracking sys-
tem consists of four Time-Projection Chambers (TPCs).
Two Vertex TPCs (VTPC) are placed inside two super-
conducting dipole magnets and provide momentum anal-
ysis. Downstream of the magnets Main TPCs (MTPC)
are positioned on each side of the beam trajectory. These
record the tracks of charged particles providing up to
90 measurements of the position and specific energy loss
dE/dx of charged particles. A resolution of σdE/dx ≈ 4%
is achieved for the MTPCs allowing identification of
charged particles in the relativistic rise region by cor-
relating their dE/dx and momentum. Time-Of-Flight
(TOF) detectors, composed each of 891 fast plastic scin-
tillator tiles, are placed behind each MTPC. The TOF
walls have a timing resolution of 60 ps and are essential
for the identification of deuterons and tritons up to mo-
menta of 12 GeV/c. A zero-degree calorimeter (VCAL)
located further downstream is employed to trigger on col-
lision centrality. The trajectory of incident beam ions is
measured with three proportional counters (BPD1, 2, 3).
A set of scintillation and Cherenkov counters positioned
upstream of the target is used for beam definition and
provides the start of the timing of the experiment.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Data sets
The data used in this analysis were collected in years
1996-2002. The experiment utilized a 208Pb beam at en-
ergies of 20A, 30A, 40A, 80A and 158A GeV impinging
on a lead target of 224 mg/cm2 thickness corresponding
to a 1% interaction probability. The interaction trigger
selected the 12% most central collisions at 158A GeV, at
other beam energies the data were recorded with a 7%
central trigger. In order to obtain similar acceptance at
all beam energies the strength of the magnetic field in the
VTPCs was changed in proportion to the beam energy.
An overview of the data sets used in this analysis includ-
ing collision energy, centrality, and total number of events
is given in Table I. Data at 40A and 158A GeV were
recorded for two opposite polarities of the magnetic field
with approximately equal number of events for each set-
ting.
B. Time-of-flight reconstruction
As described in detail in Ref. [30], straight line
(MTPC) segments of reconstructed tracks were extrapo-
lated to the TOF walls and matched with TOF hits. Cor-
rections for the position of the hit inside the scintillator
(tile) and the amplitude-dependent time-walk effect in
the discriminator were applied tile-wise. Values of mass-
squared were then calculated from the reconstructed mo-
mentum p, the flight path to the TOF detector l and the
measured time-of-flight t as
m2 =
p2
c2
(
c2t2
l2
− 1
)
(1)
where c denotes the speed of light.
C. Event and track selection
This section describes the cuts applied to select events
and tracks for further analysis. In order to reduce the
background from non-target interactions, only events for
which the reconstructed primary vertex coordinate along
the beam axis is within 1 cm from the nominal target
position were retained. The fraction of events remaining
after application of this cut varied slightly with bombard-
ing energy and was about 99%.
To ensure optimal momentum resolution, tracks had to
be reconstructed in a VTPC and a MTPC and were re-
quired to have more than 10 space points in the VTPCs.
Short tracks were eliminated by requiring that the track
segment in the MTPC was longer than 1.5 m in order to
obtain good dE/dx measurements and minimize the ef-
fect of track splitting. Additionally, tracks were required
4to have a good quality trajectory fit. To guarantee pre-
cise time measurements and reject tracks depositing too
little energy in the tiles because of the edge effect, a cut
on the energy deposited in a scintillator was imposed dis-
carding the lowest 10% of the pulse height distribution
in a tile. Moreover, if more than one MTPC track candi-
date was matched to the same scintillator tile, resulting
in an ambiguous time-of-flight measurement, these tracks
were removed from the analysis.
D. Identification of light nuclei
The identification of light nuclei (d, t,3He) was based
on momentum, dE/dx, and time-of-flight measurements.
Deuteron and triton candidates were required to have a
TOF hit matched to the MTPC track. Identification of
deuterons and tritons was performed in momentum bins
of 2 GeV/c width by selecting particles with measured
values of dE/dx and m2 within three standard devia-
tions of the expected values (see Fig. 1(a)). The back-
ground contamination in both the deuteron and triton
samples was estimated by analyzing the projection of the
dE/dx versusm2 histogram onto them2-axis with an up-
per limit dE/dx cut applied: dE/dx < (〈dE/dx〉t+3σt),
where 〈dE/dx〉t is the predicted value for tritons and σt
is the dE/dx resolution. The obtained distribution (see
example in Fig. 1(b)) consisting of two signal peaks for d
and t plus some background was then fitted to a sum of
two Gaussians superimposed on an exponential plus first-
order polynomial function. The raw yield was calculated
by counting the entries in mass windows of 2.5<m2<4.5
and 6.9<m2<7.9 GeV2/c4 for d and t, respectively. The
percentage of counts outside of the mass window was es-
timated from the Gaussian signal shape; the background
contribution, not exceeding 10% within the studied mo-
mentum range, was subtracted from the data.
The identification of 3He candidates can rely com-
pletely on the specific energy loss measurement in the
MTPC gas on account of their double charge. Since
matching to TOF is not required the kinematic accep-
tance is much larger than for deuterons and tritons. Due
to overlap of the dE/dx bands for 3He and 4He at mo-
menta above 10 GeV/c, the latter species contaminates
the 3He selection band. Based on the scaling behav-
ior of light nuclei yields with increasing mass number
A (see Section IVB, Eq. 5), the 4He contamination in
the selected candidates was, however, estimated to be
below 3% at all collision energies and was neglected. He-
lium nuclei were selected by a 3σ cut around the pre-
dicted dE/dx position as indicated in the example shown
in Fig. 2(a). In order to estimate the background of
misidentified particles in the 3He samples the distribu-
tions were projected onto the dE/dx axis in bins of mo-
mentum. The projected distributions were then fitted
by a Gaussian for the signal plus a sum of a first-order
polynomial and an exponential function for the back-
ground (see an example in Fig. 2(b)). The background
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FIG. 1: (Color online) a) Energy loss dE/dx versus mass-
squared from Pb+Pb at 20A GeV for the momentum interval
6<p<8 GeV/c . Deuteron and triton candidates are selected
within the 3σ PID ellipses indicated by the dashed lines. b)
Mass-squared distribution after a dE/dx upper limit cut (see
text). The solid line indicates the best fit with two Gaussians
(the dotted lines) and the background (the dash-dotted line).
contribution, varying with beam energy between 2% at
20A GeVand 20% at 158A GeV, was subtracted from the
data.
E. Corrections
After selecting the d, t, and 3He samples, all light nu-
clei candidates are binned in rapidity y, transverse mo-
mentum pt, and transverse mass mt−m defined as:
y =
1
2
ln
E + pz
E − pz , pt =
√
p2x + p
2
y, mt =
√
p2t +m
2,
where E and pz are the energy and longitudinal momen-
tum component in the center-of-mass system, pt, px, py
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FIG. 2: (Color online) a) Energy loss dE/dx measured in
the MTPC as a function of rigidity for charged tracks from
central Pb+Pb collisions at 40A GeV. The dashed curves
indicate the PID cut boundaries used for selection of 3He.
b) Distribution of dE/dx in the momentum interval 8 < p <
10 GeV/c. A fit of a Gaussian signal plus background is shown
by the solid curve. Black vertical lines indicate the selection
window for 3He.
the transverse momentum components and m the rest
mass of the candidate. The raw yields of clusters need
to be corrected for geometrical acceptance, detector ef-
ficiency, and for the losses due to the applied cuts and
PID selection criteria.
The correction for the limited geometrical acceptance
was obtained from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. In
order to have similar statistics of simulated tracks in dif-
ferent phase space bins, MC tracks were taken from a flat
distribution over momentum p, polar angle θ, and azimu-
thal angle φ. The particles were propagated through the
detector setup with the GEANT3 package to determine
the measurable track length and the potential number of
space points. Tracks were then checked to satisfy all the
geometrical fiducial cuts and number of space point cuts
imposed on real data. Ionization energy loss and multi-
ple scattering were taken into account by the GEANT3
tracking. Dead or inefficient TOF tiles not used in data
analysis were removed from simulations. An acceptance
map was generated for each cluster species and at each
beam energy (i.e. magnetic field setting). Figure 3 shows
the NA49 phase space coverage for d, t and 3He in terms
of transverse mass and rapidity at the lowest and the
highest beam energy.
The tracking efficiency was studied by embedding sim-
ulated tracks into real data; it was found to be close
to 100%. All the corrections due to quality cuts were
evaluated from the data. The inefficiency due to mul-
tiple tracks hitting the same TOF tile varies from 6%
(20A GeV) to 11% (158A GeV); the corresponding cor-
rections were obtained by counting rejected tracks. The
correction for the TOF hit pulse height cut is typically
10% and is weakly dependent on the beam momentum
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The NA49 phase space coverage in
terms of y and mt at 20A GeV for deuterons (a), tritons (b),
3He (c), and at 158A GeV for deuterons (d), tritons (e), 3He
(f).
and particle species. Corrections for absorption along the
trajectory through the detector material were, however,
not taken into account since nucleus-nucleus interactions
are not well described in GEANT3. Nevertheless, a rough
estimate of the losses due to inelastic interactions of d,
t, and 3He in the material can be made based on the si-
mulated absorption of protons. The latter was obtained
by switching on and off nuclear interactions in GEANT3
and then comparing the fraction of protons that sur-
vived when passing through the detector reaching the
TOF wall. Because the momenta of protons registered
in the TOF wall is above 1 GeV/c, the absorption loss
for protons having a TOF hit was found to be weakly
dependent on rapidity and pt and did not exceed 3.5%.
Making an assumption on how the inelastic cross-section
scales with atomic mass number A [33], the upper limit
of the absorption loss was estimated to be of 5% and 7%
for A=2 and A=3 nuclei, respectively. The estimated
uncertainty associated with the absorption losses enters
as a contribution to the overall systematic error.
Since the secondary nuclei knocked out by hadronic
interactions in the material have momenta considerably
lower than the low-p cut-off of the TOF acceptance of
1 GeV/c, their contribution in the analyzed data samples
is negligible.
F. Systematic uncertainties
The main sources of the overall systematic uncertainty
originate from extraction of the raw yields (including
background subtraction) and from efficiency correction
factors. Each particular contribution to the systematic
uncertainty associated with the extraction procedure as
well as with corrections due to the applied PID and quali-
ty cuts (described in the previous section) was estimated
6by varying one-by-one the respective selection criteria
and repeating the analysis procedure. Thus, the uncer-
tainty of background subtraction was estimated by vary-
ing the value of the dE/dx PID cut and changing the
fit range and functional shapes for the background: the
resulting raw yields were found to be consistent within
3% for d and 3He and 5% for t, respectively. The er-
ror related to the pulse height cut is estimated at 1-2%
(depending on the beam momentum). An estimate for
the systematic uncertainty due to the TOF multi-hit cut
was obtained from the spread of the difference of indi-
vidual tile-wise multi-hit corrections with respect to the
one averaged over all the scintillators. The spread was
found to vary within 2% over the considered pt range
and slightly depended on the collision energy. The vari-
ous contributions, including uncertainties associated with
the absorption losses, were added quadratically resulting
in a total systematic uncertainty of 6% for deuterons and
9% for tritons and 3He.
In order to investigate the reliability of these estimates,
the datasets at 40A and 158A GeV were divided into
two parts that were taken with opposite directions of
the magnetic field in the VTPCs (named as STD+ and
STD− setting). At opposite polarities of the field the
produced charged particles are registered in the opposite
halves (relative to the beam line) of the detector. The
3He analysis was then performed in each data subset se-
parately and the difference in the fiducial yields averaged
over all rapidity bins was of order 8% and 10% at 40A
and 158A GeV, respectively. As the final yields are the
average for the STD+ and STD− data sets the results
agree within the uncertainties estimated above.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Transverse momentum spectra and yields
The invariant pt spectra of identified
3He nuclei at
five collision energies in different rapidity intervals are
shown in Fig. 4. The interval sizes range from 0.3 at
20A-40A GeV to 0.4 at 80A and 158A GeV. The expe-
rimental distributions were scaled down successively for
clarity of presentation. The same scaling factors were
used for the rapidity slices located symmetrically with
respect to the center of mass. First a test was performed
whether the yields in the rapidity bins symmetric relative
to y = 0 are consistent. The test procedure includes the
following steps. The distribution at a particular forward
rapidity bin (source) was first fitted with an appropriate
function: a sum of two exponential functions was em-
ployed. Then the fit parameters defining the shape of
the spectrum were fixed and the ”mirrored” spectrum
(target) at corresponding backward rapidity was fitted
with only the normalization parameter allowed to vary.
Finally, χ2 per point for the target spectrum with respect
to the shape of the source distribution was determined
within the common pt acceptance range. The procedure
was then repeated switching the source and target spec-
trum. The result was that for all colliding energies and
rapidity intervals the χ2/NDF values ranged from 0.4 to
1.9, with rapidity averaged values 〈χ2/NDF〉 of 1.3, 1.2,
1.6, 1.1, and 1.2 at 20A, 30A, 40A, 80A and 158A GeV,
respectively. Such a low value of the χ2 per degree of
freedom indicates that the results from forward rapidi-
ties are consistent within their uncertainties with those
at backward rapidities.
The NA49 acceptance for deuterons is sufficient to exa-
mine pt spectra of d in three rapidity intervals. Figu-
re 5 presents the corresponding invariant pt spectra of
deuterons at five collision energies. The intervals are
specified in the legends of the figure.
The statistics for tritons is, however, too low to obtain
meaningful pt spectra in several rapidity bins. Thus, for
t the results for each pt bin were integrated over the TOF
rapidity acceptance. Figure 6 shows the invariant yield
of tritons versus pt at all bombarding energies.
In order to obtain dN/dy the measured pt distributions
need to be extrapolated into unmeasured pt regions ex-
ploiting information on the spectral shape. For this, 3He
spectra were first tested with an exponential function:
d2N
dptdy
=
dN/dy
T (m+ T )
pt exp
(
−mt −m
T
)
, (2)
where dN/dy and T are two fit parameters, mt =√
p2t +m
2 is the transverse mass and m is the 3He rest
mass. Such a functional form reproduces most meson
spectra from heavy-ion collisions quite well [34, 35]. How-
ever, the description of the shapes of the mid-rapidity
spectra of light nuclei by Eq. 2 is not satisfactory. As
can be seen in Fig. 7, single-exponential fits (plotted
with dotted lines) overestimate mid-rapidity pt spectra
of 3He at low and high transverse momenta. The de-
gree of deviation is indicated by a typical χ2/NDF of
about 7. A sum of two exponentials describes the mid-
rapidity spectra much better (see dashed lines in Fig. 7).
Thus such a parameterization was used for extrapola-
tion of the pt spectra of light nuclei with respect to mid-
rapidity. The observed difference between the two- and
single-exponential fits, however, diminishes towards for-
ward rapidities (see the results for blue down-pointing
triangles and pink stars in Fig. 7). Since the single-
exponential function of Eq. 2 produces much more sta-
ble fit results for spectra with limited pt coverage at low
transverse momenta it was used for the extrapolation of
spectra at very forward rapidities down to pt = 0. The
extrapolation amounts to 3-7% of the dN/dy value for
the 3He spectra near mid-rapidity and increases to al-
most 40% for the results at the most forward rapidity.
For the case of deuterons the spectra from two adja-
cent rapidity bins were combined to obtain the parame-
ters defining the spectral shape from a fit to a sum of
two exponentials. These parameters were then fixed for
the extrapolation of each spectrum from the combina-
tion to the unmeasured region. The extrapolation for
the not-covered pt region is less than 10% at 158A GeV,
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Invariant pt spectra of
3He at 20A (a), 30A (b), 40A (c), 80A (d), and 158A GeV (e). Only statistical
errors are shown. The distributions near mid-rapidity are drawn to scale, other spectra are scaled down by successive powers
of 5 for clarity. The same scaling factor is used for two rapidity slices that are symmetric about mid-rapidity (y = 0).
the amount of extrapolation at lower energies varies from
5 to 25% at mid-rapidity and increases up to 70% for the
most backward rapidity bin at 20A GeV.
The systematic uncertainty of dN/dy arises from the
uncertainty of spectra normalization and of the extrapo-
lation procedure. Regarding the first contribution, the
overall systematic uncertainty for the yields of clusters
was estimated to 6-9% (see Section III F).
The systematic uncertainty of dN/dy for the data with
a limited pt coverage is largely determined by the ex-
trapolation procedure. The uncertainty associated with
the extrapolation was estimated by using different func-
tions: single exponential, sum of two exponentials and
Boltzmann form. It was found that the difference in the
results for the extrapolation using different fit functions
for t is about 7%. For 3He the method gives a typical
uncertainty of 1-3% at mid-rapidity and approximately
10% for the most forward rapidity bin. For deuterons
this systematic uncertainty varies from 5% to 15%.
The results on dN/dy are tabulated in Table II for
3He and in Table III for deuterons. The quoted total
uncertainties are the quadratic sums of the statistical and
systematic uncertainties. Figures 8 and 9 present the
yields of 3He and d at all beam momenta as a function
of rapidity. Measurements are plotted by solid symbols
and open points show reflections of measurements around
mid-rapidity.
The NA44 experiment studied the production of
deuterons and tritons in central Pb+Pb interactions at
the top SPS energy. Their experimental data [28] on d
in the 10% and t in the 20% most central Pb+Pb colli-
sions are plotted along with the present measurements in
Fig. 9(e) and Fig. 8(e), respectively. Although centrality
selections differ slightly and the yield of tritons is some-
what higher than that of 3He at SPS energies (see Sec-
tion IVD), the agreement between the two experiments
can be considered reasonable.
In order to extrapolate the integral of dN/dy to full
phase space two different parameterizations of the rapid-
ity spectra were employed which provide lower and upper
limits of the integral. For the lower limit the same param-
eterization was used as in Ref. [30]. There it was found
that a sum of three Gaussians (one centered at mid-
rapidity and two others displaced symmetrically relative
to y = 0) describes the rapidity spectrum of deuterons
from mid-central Pb+Pb collisions at 158A GeV quite
well. This picture is based on the assumption that the ob-
served particle emission pattern requires (at least) three
sources: two located close to the (quasi)projectile/target
rapidity and one at mid-rapidity. Fits using this function
(’Fit A’) are indicated in Figs. 8 and 9 by dot-dashed red
lines. Extrapolations obtaining the upper limit (’Fit B’)
are based on the assumption that the longitudinal freeze-
out distribution spans the entire rapidity range with a
broad minimum at mid-rapidity. This behavior was pa-
rameterized by a parabolic function with a sharp drop at
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±ybeam (see black dashed histograms in Figs. 8 and 9).
The total yield was then obtained by summing the mea-
sured values with the integral of the corresponding ex-
trapolation function over the unmeasured region. The
extrapolation accounts from 30% to 63% and from 20%
to 85% of the 4pi yield for 3He and d, respectively, de-
pending on the collision energy and type of extrapolation
(’Fit A’ or ’Fit B’).
The resulting estimates for the total yields (multiplic-
ities) of 3He and deuterons are tabulated in Table IV for
the two extrapolation functions discussed above. The
average between these two estimates is plotted versus√
sNN in Figs. 10 and 11 for
3He and d, respectively. The
plotted overall uncertainty for the mean is a combination
of the squares of the data point uncertainties and the ex-
trapolation uncertainty caused by the lack of knowledge
about the true shapes of the dN/dy distributions near
the beam(target) rapidity. The latter uncertainty was es-
timated as half of the difference between the ’Fit A’ and
’Fit B’ extrapolations over the uncovered portion of the
rapidity spectra. As can be seen from Figs. 10 and 11,
cluster multiplicities decrease very fast as collision energy
increases. These results may indicate a decrease of the
average nucleon phase space density which determines
the number of pn and pnp combinations for potential co-
alescence into d and 3He, respectively.
In the framework of a statistical thermal model the
abundanceNC of a nucleon cluster of massm, degeneracy
factor g, charge q, and baryon number B is given by
NC =
gV
pi2
m2TK2(m/T ) exp
(
BµB + qµq
T
)
, (3)
where V , T , µB, µq, and K2 are the source volume,
temperature, baryochemical potential, charge potential,
and Bessel function of the second kind. Such models
have been able to reproduce the multiplicities of differ-
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FIG. 7: (Color online) pt spectra of
3He in rapidity bins of
|∆y| = 0.3 from central Pb+Pb collisions at 20A GeV. Fits
with a sum of two exponentials are plotted by the dashed
curves, fits with a single exponential by dotted curves (see
text for more detail).
ent types of particles in elementary and heavy-ion in-
teractions. There are several parameterizations for the
thermal fireball parameters T , µB, and V (or equiva-
lently the fireball radius R) over a wide range of nuclear
collision energies from AGS to LHC [8, 36–38]. The over-
all average of these predictions at SPS energies is given
in Table V. The listed uncertainty is taken as half of
the difference between the highest and lowest value for
the fireball parameters provided by the various parame-
terizations. The µq/T values were obtained from NA49
measurements of the pi+/pi− ratio [35] as
µq
T
=
1
2
ln
(
pi+
pi−
)
(4)
Using these fireball parameters the mean multiplici-
ties of d and 3He were computed at all five collision en-
ergies according to Eq. 3. The results are plotted in
Figs. 10 and 11 with blue circles and are listed in the
last two columns of Table V. The overall uncertainties of
the total yields were estimated by standard error propa-
gation.
As can be seen, thermal model calculations are capa-
ble of reproducing the energy dependence of the clus-
ter multiplicities not only qualitatively but also quanti-
tatively. The deviation of the calculations from the mea-
sured abundances does not exceed 2 standard deviations
(see insets in Figs. 10 and 11). It seems that there might
be a systematic underprediction for the yield of d, which
however cannot be claimed to be significant due to the
correlated systematic uncertainty of the extrapolation to
full phase space.
TABLE II: The yield dN/dy of 3He in rapidity slices (y1, y2)
(y1, y2) dN/dy · 103 (y1, y2) dN/dy · 103
20A GeV
(−0.9,−0.6) 45.5±5.7 (0.3, 0.6) 41.2±4.1
(−0.6,−0.3) 41.9±4.7 (0.6, 0.9) 47.6±4.8
(−0.3, 0.0) 34.7±3.6 (0.9, 1.2) 55.9±5.6
(0.0, 0.30) 36.0±3.6 (1.2, 1.5) 68.6±8.5
30A GeV
(−0.9,−0.6) 27.2±3.0 (0.3, 0.6) 23.1±2.3
(−0.6,−0.3) 22.8±2.4 (0.6, 0.9) 27.1±2.7
(−0.3, 0.0) 19.4±2.0 (0.9, 1.2) 36.1±4.0
(0.0, 0.3) 18.7±2.0 (1.2, 1.5) 43.1±5.7
40A GeV
(−1.2,−0.9) 19.2±2.8 (0.3, 0.6) 13.3±1.4
(−0.9,−0.6) 16.8±1.9 (0.6, 0.9) 17.0±1.7
(−0.6,−0.3) 14.3±1.6 (0.9, 1.2) 22.3±2.2
(−0.3, 0.0) 13.4±1.4 (1.2, 1.5) 29.9±4.2
(0.0, 0.3) 13.4±1.4
80A GeV
(−1.25,−0.85) 9.1±1.3 (0.45, 0.85) 5.4±0.6
(−0.85,−0.45) 5.4±0.7 (0.85, 1.25) 8.7±1.0
(−0.45,−0.05) 3.8±0.5 (1.25, 1.65) 9.4±1.3
(0.05, 0.45) 4.3±0.5
158A GeV
(−1.6,−1.2) 4.5±0.7 (0.0, 0.4) 1.6±0.2
(−1.2,−0.8) 2.9±0.4 (0.4, 0.8) 2.1±0.3
(−0.8,−0.4) 2.3±0.4 (0.8, 1.2) 2.5±0.3
(−0.4, 0.0) 1.5±0.2 (1.2, 1.6) 4.0±0.7
To inspect how the shape of the rapidity spectra for
light nuclei varies with collision energy and atomic mass
number, cluster yields are plotted in Fig. 12 as a function
of the normalized rapidity y/ybeam. All the rapidity dis-
tributions are concave. In order to quantify the changes
the data were fitted with a parabola a+b (y/ybeam)
2 (the
fits are shown by dashed lines). The ratio of the fit pa-
rameters b/a (relative concavity) for 3He and d is plotted
in Fig. 13 as a function of
√
sNN . One observes that the
relative concavity of the rapidity distributions for light
nuclei tends to increase with increasing beam momen-
tum and cluster mass. Such a behavior of the invari-
ant yields versus rapidity was earlier observed at AGS
energies [24], where the relative concavity of the yield
of clusters with atomic mass number from A = 2 to 4
progressively increases with A in the range of transverse
momentum 0.1 < pt/A < 0.2 GeV/c.
Assuming that coalescence is the dominant process of
cluster formation close to mid-rapidity, one expects the
relative concavity of the rapidity spectra for 3He to in-
crease by the power of 3/2 relative to that for d (2/3 in
case of the reverse order). In Fig. 13, the shaded area
shows the b/a ratio for the 3He spectra to the power of
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Rapidity distributions for 3He at 20A (a), 30A (b), 40A (c), 80A (d), and 158A GeV (e). The solid
symbols show the measurements and the open symbols represent the data points reflected about mid-rapidity. The error bars
correspond to the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors. Dashed and dot-dashed lines indicate the functional forms
used to extrapolate to 4pi yields (see text for more detail). The NA44 experimental data on t are taken from Ref. [28]
TABLE III: The yield dN/dy of d in rapidity slices (y1, y2)
(y1, y2) dN/dy (y1, y2) dN/dy
20A GeV
(−1.4,−0.9) 2.79±0.44 (−0.4, 0.0) 2.10±0.22
(−0.9,−0.4) 2.38±0.22
30A GeV
(−1.2,−0.8) 1.57±0.26 (−0.4, 0.0) 1.35±0.18
(−0.8,−0.4) 1.52±0.20
40A GeV
(−1.2,−0.8) 1.31±0.16 (−0.4, 0.0) 1.07±0.11
(−0.8,−0.4) 1.17±0.12
80A GeV
(1.3,−1.0) 0.72±0.13 (−0.6,−0.2) 0.58±0.06
(−1.0,−0.6) 0.67±0.07
158A GeV
(−1.0,−0.8) 0.38±0.04 (−0.6,−0.4) 0.31±0.04
(−0.8,−0.6) 0.34±0.04
2/3. One indeed observes that the measured shapes are
consistent with this expectation.
TABLE IV: Total multiplicity of 3He and d in central Pb+Pb
collisions extrapolated to full phase space using two alterna-
tive fit functions (see explanations for the Fits A,B in the
text).
Ebeam Fit A Fit B Fit A Fit B
(A GeV) 〈d〉 〈d〉 〈3He〉 · 102 〈3He〉 · 102
20 8.42± 0.43 10.46 ± 0.54 19.92 ± 0.72 21.74 ± 0.79
30 5.67± 0.34 7.07± 0.42 11.73 ± 0.46 17.02 ± 0.67
40 4.92± 0.20 6.53± 0.27 7.92 ± 0.33 11.55 ± 0.48
80 2.74± 0.17 4.60± 0.28 3.46 ± 0.19 6.03± 0.33
158 1.95± 0.10 3.65± 0.18 1.79 ± 0.10 3.18± 0.19
B. The mass number dependence of light nuclei
production
Typically cluster production yields change drastically
with the atomic mass number A and can be characte-
rized by a parameter P , the ’penalty factor’ for adding
an extra nucleon to the system. Figure 14 presents the
A dependence of the mid-rapidity yield dN/dy for p, d,
and 3He. The NA49 measurements for protons are taken
from Refs. [39, 40]. The data points for d and 3He are
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Rapidity distributions for d at 20A (a), 30A (b), 40A (c), 80A (d), and 158A GeV (e). The solid
symbols show the measurements and the open symbols represent the data points reflected about mid-rapidity. The error bars
correspond to the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors. Dashed and dot-dashed lines indicate the functional forms
used to extrapolate to 4pi yields (see text for more detail). The NA44 experimental data on d are taken from Ref [28].
TABLE V: The fireball thermodynamical parameters (the average of parameterizations given in [8, 36–38]) used in thermal
model calculations, and the predicted total multiplicities of d and 3He in central Pb+Pb collisions.
Ebeam T µB R µq/T 〈Nd〉 〈NHe〉 · 10
(A GeV) (MeV) (MeV) (fm)
20 133± 2 472 ± 8 8.2 ± 0.2 −0.075 ± 0.008 6.56± 0.78 2.28± 0.40
30 140± 2 417 ± 7 8.3 ± 0.1 −0.064 ± 0.006 5.10± 0.51 1.46± 0.22
40 145± 2 377 ± 8 8.6 ± 0.1 −0.053 ± 0.005 4.41± 0.49 1.09± 0.18
80 153± 3 294 ± 9 9.3 ± 0.2 −0.047 ± 0.005 3.11± 0.41 0.54± 0.11
158 158± 4 224 ± 10 10.1 ± 0.7 −0.036 ± 0.004 2.00± 0.28 0.26± 0.05
the numerical values of the parabolic fits to the rapidity
spectra in Figs. 8 and 9 at mid-rapidity (y = 0). In a
statistical approach the particle production rate is pro-
portional to its spin degeneracy factor (2J+1), so it is
reasonable to divide the deuteron rates by the factor 3/2
as it was done in Ref. [43]. The penalty factor P was
then obtained from a fit to the atomic mass number de-
pendence of dN/dy at mid-rapidity with an exponential
function of the form:
const/PA−1. (5)
The fit results are drawn in Fig. 14 as dashed lines and
the fitted values of the parameter P are shown in Fig. 15
as a function of
√
sNN .
The same analysis can be performed on the total yields
of nucleon clusters. For protons the rapidity spectra
at 40A and 158A GeV from [40] were extrapolated to
the full phase space employing a parametrization by the
sum of three Gaussian distributions (as described above).
At other energies, however, proton measurements over a
phase space region sufficient for extrapolation to 4pi are
not available. Thus at these energies the penalty fac-
tors and their uncertainties had to be calculated from
the integrated yields for 3He and d only. The results are
plotted in Fig. 15 as open symbols supplementing the
data points obtained at AGS, SPS and LHC energies de-
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FIG. 10: (Color online) 4pi yield of 3He in central Pb+Pb
collisions at 20A-158A GeV. The NA49 data (red squares)
are the average of the results for the ’Fit A’ and ’Fit B’ ex-
trapolations (see text for detail). Thermal model calculations
(see text) are shown by blue circles; the inset shows the ratio
of the experimental data to the thermal model predictions.
Symbols for experimental data and model predictions have
been displaced for clarity in presentation.
rived from dN/dy at mid-rapidity. The measurement at
the lowest energy is from the experiment E864 [24] (10%
most central Au+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 4.6 GeV), the
LHC results are from the ALICE Collaboration [41] (20%
most central Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV).
The excitation function for the penalty factor rises
rapidly at small collision energies (the slope for the points
based on mid-rapidity dN/dy is greater than for the 4pi
multiplicity data) and appears to level off at higher ener-
gies. Such a saturation behavior can be explained within
thermal statistical models where the penalty factor P
for cluster yields is determined by the Boltzmann factor
exp[(m− µB)/T ] (see e.g. Ref. [42]), with µB , T , and
m being the baryochemical potential, freezeout temper-
ature, and nucleon mass, respectively. Employing the
parameterizations for the energy dependence of T and
µB established in Refs. [8, 36–38], the Boltzmann factor
was computed over the region of collision energies from√
sNN = 4 GeV to 3 TeV. The calculated excitation func-
tions are drawn in Fig. 15 with lines of different types. As
can be seen, thermal model predictions are in qualitative
agreement with the measured penalty factors.
For a complete picture, one should bear in mind that
there exist more data on the penalty factor for nu-
cleon clusters detected in more restricted phase space
regions. For example, analyzing the yields of light nu-
clei at pt/A < 300 MeV/c, a penalty factor of 48± 3 was
found by the E864 experiment in the 10% most central
Au+Pb interactions at beam energy of 11.5A GeV [43].
A value of about 223± 38 was obtained near zero pt by
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FIG. 11: (Color online) 4pi yield of deuterons in central
Pb+Pb collisions at 20A-158A GeV. The NA49 data (red
squares) are the average of the results for the ’Fit A’ and ’Fit
B’ extrapolations (see text for detail). Thermal model calcu-
lations (see text) are shown by blue circles; the inset shows the
ratio of the experimental data to the thermal model predic-
tions. Symbols for experimental data and model predictions
have been displaced for clarity in presentation.
the NA52 experiment from minimum bias Pb+Pb colli-
sions at 158A GeV [44]. Reference [45] reports a penalty
factor of about 625 (at pt ∼ 0.8 GeV/c per nucleon)
that was deduced using measurements by the STAR ex-
periment in the 12% most central Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV [46]. All the above mentioned values of
P were obtained for small regions of the final state phase
space, thus they cannot be directly compared to those
extracted from the integrated data. This is simply due
to the strong radial flow of baryons in heavy-ion collisions
resulting in a non-trivial pattern of space-momentum cor-
relations at freezeout. This affects the probability of clus-
ter formation differently in different phase space cells.
In order to illustrate this, light nuclei production yields
were studied more differentially in bins of pt/A. The
results are presented in Fig. 16. As an example, panel
a) shows invariant pt spectra of p, d and
3He near mid-
rapidity from central Pb+Pb collisions at 30A GeV (data
for protons were taken from Ref. [39]). The distributions
were fitted to a sum of two exponentials (shown by lines
in Fig. 16)) with proper error estimates assigned to each
data point of the pt spectrum. The invariant yields (with
uncertainties) for p, d, and 3He were calculated from the
integrals of the fit functions at several values of pt per
nucleon in the range pt/A from 0 to 1.0 GeV/c . Each
triple is shown in Fig. 16(b) and was fitted to Eq. 5. The
resulting values of the penalty factor P for each energy
are plotted in Fig. 16(c) as a function of pt/A. An inte-
resting regularity is observed for the pt dependence of the
penalty factor: 1) the dependence on pt/A is similar for
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Rapidity distributions for 3He (a)
and deuterons (b) from central Pb+Pb collisions at 20A-
158A GeV versus normalized rapidity y/ybeam. The solid
symbols show the measurements and the open symbols repre-
sent the data points reflected around mid-rapidity. The error
bars correspond to the quadratic sum of statistical and sys-
tematic errors. Dashed lines indicate parabolic fits to the
rapidity spectra (see text for more detail).
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FIG. 13: (Color online) The ratio b/a of the fit parameters
obtained for the rapidity spectra of 3He (dots) and d (squares)
from central Pb+Pb collisions as a function of
√
sNN .
all energies, but the magnitude increases with increasing
collision energy; 2) the penalties vary slowly at low pt/A
and begin to rise faster above pt/A ∼ 0.5 GeV/c. The
excitation functions of the penalty factor for zero pt and
pt/A = 0.8 GeV/c are plotted in Fig. 16(d). As can be
seen, the measurements at AGS and RHIC energies are
consistent with the trend shown by the data from the
SPS.
In the framework of both the thermal and coalescence
approaches the penalty factor is related to the average
phase space density of single nucleons 〈fN (x, p)〉. From a
microscopic point of view, 〈fN 〉 results from an interplay
of the stopping power and the strength of flow in the
reaction. As collision energy increases, nucleon stopping
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FIG. 14: (Color online) Values of dN/dy at mid-rapidity (see
text) as a function of mass number A (p, d, 3He) from central
Pb+Pb collisions at 20A-158A GeV. The dashed lines rep-
resent the fit to an exponential dependence (see text Eq. 5).
Values of dN/dy for d were divided by the spin factor 3/2 (see
text for more detail).
becomes weaker, while the collective transverse motion
gets stronger, thus explaining the observed trend of the
penalty factor to increase with
√
sNN .
It was also found experimentally that the ratio of
deuterons to protons at mid-rapidity is nearly constant
over the whole collision centrality range in Pb+Pb inte-
ractions at the top SPS energy [31]. This finding (taking
into account that the d/p ratio can be related to 〈fN 〉)
implies a small variation of the average baryon phase
space density with collision centrality and thus offers an
explanation for the good agreement between the NA49
measurement of the penalty factor near zero pt from cen-
tral Pb+Pb collisions at 158A GeV and the one obtained
by the NA52 Collaboration from a minimum bias data set
(see Fig. 16(d)).
C. Analysis of transverse mass spectra
This section discusses systematic dependences of trans-
verse mass spectra of clusters on the collision energy, ra-
pidity, and particle mass. Commonly, mt distributions
are examined either individually in terms of the charac-
teristic inverse slope parameter Teff (effective tempera-
ture) or simultaneously in the framework of a blast-wave
(BW) model.
The first method was applied to extract both Teff and
the mean transverse kinetic energy 〈mt〉 −m. Figure 17
shows the fully corrected mt spectra of
3He nuclei in ra-
pidity slices at five bombarding energies. The rapidity
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circles) in central A+A collisions. Red circles represent the
NA49 data, the AGS measurement (blue triangle) is from [24],
and the green star indicates the result from the ALICE ex-
periment [41]. The thermal statistical model estimates are
from [8, 36–38] (see text for detail).
binning, indicated in the figure, was the same as in the
previous section and data from the bins symmetric re-
lative to mid-rapidity y = 0 were combined in order to
decrease statistical fluctuations. The average transverse
energy 〈mt〉 − m was deduced from the measured data
points combined with the integral over the unmeasured
mt-range. The latter was computed by fitting the spec-
tra with a sum of two exponential functions. The results
for 〈mt〉 −m of 3He are presented in Fig. 18 as a func-
tion of normalized rapidity y/ybeam. As can be seen,
the rapidity dependence at all energies follows a bell-
like shape. Thus, Gaussian fits were applied keeping the
position of the maximum fixed at mid-rapidity y = 0.
The two other parameters of the Gaussians (〈mt〉−m at
mid-rapidity and width σy)) are plotted in Fig. 19 as a
function of center-of-mass energy
√
sNN . The drawn un-
certainties are the fit errors. The overall systematic un-
certainty for 〈mt〉 −m at mid-rapidity was estimated to
amount to less than 5%. As can be seen from Fig. 19(a),
where the present results are shown along with the mea-
surements at AGS [24, 26] and RHIC [47] energies, the
mean transverse mass for 3He as a function of the colli-
sion energy qualitatively follows the trend observed for
hadrons in central A+A collisions [35]: rising at low ener-
gies and leveling off in the SPS energy region. The shape
of the transverse mass spectra is mainly determined by
the parameters characterizing the source (temperature,
pressure and collective velocity profile). Consequently,
the results suggest that at SPS energies the variations in
these basic fireball parameters are small.
For d and t the acceptance (defined by requiring TOF
information) is more restricted in rapidity and transverse
mass (see Fig. 3). Therefore, in order to get coverage in
mt−m sufficient for examination of the spectra shapes,
the rapidity interval was enlarged to ∆y ≈ 0.6 and ∆y >
1.0 in case of d and t, respectively. Figure 20 presents
the fully corrected transverse mass spectra for d and t in
these rapidity intervals from central Pb+Pb collisions at
five bombarding energies.
The numerical values of 〈mt〉−m for d and 3He at mid-
rapidity are given in Table VI. For 3He the numbers for
〈mt〉 −m along with their uncertainties are taken from
the Gaussian fits in Fig. 18. The values for deuterons
represent extrapolations to mid-rapidity from the mea-
sured rapidity range (the average rapidity 〈y〉 is -0.3, -
0.35, -0.4, -0.7, and -0.7 at 20A, 30A, 40A, 80A, and
158A GeV, respectively) under the explicit assumption
of a Gaussian rapidity dependence of 〈mt〉 −m with the
width parameter σy taken from the results for
3He.
Since transverse mass spectra of clusters are not well
described by an exponential function (see Fig. 17) they
cannot be characterized by a single slope parameter in
most cases. The estimates for Teff were therefore ob-
tained by fitting the spectra with exponential functions
excluding the region of mt −m < 0.5 GeV. The results
are listed in Table VI.
TABLE VI: The mean transverse kinetic energy and effective
slope parameter for d and 3He at mid-rapidity.
Ebeam 〈mt〉 −m Teff 〈mt〉 −m Teff
(A GeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
d 3He
20 463± 28 317± 18 581± 29 406± 20
30 468± 28 320± 20 573± 30 424± 22
40 453± 27 328± 21 600± 35 425± 25
80 476± 28 368± 41 612± 44 525± 60
158 517± 38 390± 55 610± 46 512± 50
For the case of tritons, however, extraction of the slope
parameter of the spectra becomes problematic. At low
mt the yields are measured far away from the central
rapidity, while at larger mt the acceptance for tritons
is near mid-rapidity. Therefore the shape of the triton
spectra is strongly modified (becoming steeper) due to
the rapidity dependence of cluster yields (see Fig. 12),
thus making a reliable estimate of 〈mt〉 −m and its un-
certainty impossible.
In central heavy-ion collisions the pressure gradient in
the system generates strong transverse radial flow. Par-
ticles inside a collective velocity field acquire additional
momentum proportional to the particle’s mass. This im-
plies that the average transverse kinetic energy 〈Et〉kin
depends on both the strength of radial flow and random
thermal motion as
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〈mt〉 −m = 〈Et〉kin ≈ 〈E〉therm. + 〈E〉flow = 3
2
T + (γ − 1)m , (6)
where γ = 1/
√
1− 〈β〉2 and 〈β〉 is the average radial col-
lective velocity and T the temperature. Figure 21 shows
the NA49 results for the mid-rapidity value of 〈mt〉 −m
for protons and light nuclei from central Pb+Pb colli-
sions at 20A-158A GeV. The data points for protons
were taken from Refs. [39, 40], the values for d and 3He
were obtained in this study. Evidently, 〈mt〉 − m rises
approximately linearly with mass at all collision ener-
gies. These results may look surprising because it seems
unlikely that objects of a few MeV binding energy per
nucleon are participating in multiple thermalization col-
lisions which generate the common velocity field inside
fireballs of about 120-140 MeV temperature. On other
hand, it was demonstrated in Ref. [48] that in the frame-
work of the coalescence approach the choice of a suitable
parametrization for the spatial dependence of the single
nucleon density can reproduce the observed mass depen-
dence of the inverse slope parameter Teff (or 〈mt〉−m) of
composites. For example, an interplay between a linear
collective flow profile and a uniform density distribution
gives an effective temperature rising linearly with mass.
In order to separate the contributions from random
thermal and radial collective motion the data on 〈mt〉−m
at each collision energy in Fig. 21 were tested against
Eq. 6 with two fit parameters: T and 〈β〉. However, as
noted in [49], the extrapolation of linear fits to zero mass
(i.e. the temperature parameter T ) cannot be directly re-
lated to the source temperature since the apparent tem-
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perature in expanding fireballs is blue shifted as
T ∗ = T
√
1 + 〈β〉
1− 〈β〉 (7)
Thus, in order to obtain the true temperature, the first
fit parameter was corrected by the blue-shift factor ac-
cording to Eq. 7. The average transverse velocity 〈β〉
and source temperature at the kinetic freezeout extracted
from these fits are given in Table VII and plotted in
Fig. 22 with green circles.
The discussed source parameters T and 〈β〉 can also
be estimated in the framework of a hydrodynamically in-
spired blast-wave (BW) model [49] by fitting the trans-
verse mass spectra of particles of different masses simul-
taneously to the function
d2Ni
mtdmtdy
= Ci
∫ 1
0
mtf(ξ)K1
(
mt cosh (ρ)
T
)
I0
(
pt sinh (ρ)
T
)
ξdξ , (8)
where Ci is the normalization for particle of type i and T
is the freezeout temperature. The parameter ρ is defined
as ρ = tanh−1 (βtξ
n), where βt is the surface velocity and
ξ = r/R with R the fireball radius. Furthermore, a box-
like spatial density distribution (f(ξ) = 1) and a linear
velocity profile (n = 1) were assumed and thus 〈β〉 = 2
3
βt.
As an example, the results of a BW-analysis of the NA49
experimental data on charged pi and K mesons as well as
protons and antiprotons [35, 39, 50] from central Pb+Pb
collisions at 40A GeV are shown in Fig. 23. BW fits
are drawn by solid curves and fit parameters (T, βt) are
listed in the inset. The systematic uncertainties of the fit
parameters were estimated by varying the lower bound
of the fitting interval for some species and by excluding
different particles from the analysis. These uncertain-
ties do not exceed 3-4% in most cases. The results of
the BW fits are tabulated in Table VII and plotted in
Fig. 22 by blue squares. In addition, recent data from
the STAR Beam Energy Scan (BES) program [51] are
shown by red stars. As the results of different analy-
ses consistently indicate, the freezeout kinetic parame-
ters (Tkin, 〈β〉) do not vary significantly within the energy
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TABLE VII: Fireball temperature T and mean radial velocity
〈β〉 in central Pb+Pb collisions at 20A-158A GeV for two
different analysis (see text for detail).
Ebeam (A GeV) T (MeV) 〈β〉
〈mt〉 −m versus mass analysis
20 95± 13 0.46 ± 0.03
30 95± 13 0.45 ± 0.03
40 92± 15 0.46 ± 0.03
80 97± 14 0.46± 0.03
158 107± 17 0.46 ± 0.04
Blast-Wave (hadrons) analysis
20 99± 1 0.46 ± 0.02
30 110 ± 1 0.45 ± 0.02
40 102± 1 0.47 ± 0.01
80 105 ± 1 0.47 ± 0.01
158 98± 2 0.49 ± 0.02
range 6 <
√
sNN < 20 GeV.
D. t/3He ratio
Ratios of the yields of nuclear clusters with the same
A but different nucleon content (such as the ratio t/3He)
can serve as an indicator of the isospin asymmetry in the
source. The initial n/p ratio of 1.54 in lead nuclei can
vary dramatically in the course of Pb+Pb reactions. Dur-
ing the hadron phase, multiple nucleon-nucleon and pion-
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FIG. 19: (Color online) a) 〈mt〉−m at mid-rapidity vs. √sNN
for A = 3 clusters from central A+A collisions at SPS, AGS,
and RHIC energies. b) The width σy/ybeam of the Gaussian
fitted to the rapidity dependence of 〈mt〉−m (see Fig. 18) for
3He versus
√
sNN .
nucleon inelastic collisions inside the interaction zone
change this ratio. The value of n/p at freezeout can be
deduced from comparing the yield of tritons (a composite
of two neutrons and one proton) to that of 3He clusters
(two protons and one neutron) because the yield of each
species is proportional to different combinations of the
phase space densities of the isospin partners.
For extracting information on the n/p ratio the shapes
of the transverse momentum distributions for t and 3He
are studied first. Figure 24 presents the ratio of yields
of t to 3He as function of pt. For this particular study,
the data for 3He at each beam energy were averaged over
the rapidity range of the measurements for tritons. Be-
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cause of the TOF acceptance (see Fig. 3) the average ra-
pidity for tritons depends on pt for small transverse mo-
menta (”banana”-like acceptance) and the dependence is
stronger at low beam energies. To avoid extra complica-
tions due to the change of yields with rapidity, the ratio
was computed above pt ≈ 0.5 GeV/c and 0.3 GeV/c at
20A and 30A-40A GeV, respectively. The uncertainties
shown in Fig. 24 are mainly associated with the triton
statistics and within these uncertainties there is no evi-
dent trend with pt in the ratio. For each beam energy the
dependence of the t/3He ratio was fitted to a constant in-
dicated by dashed lines in Fig. 24. The ratio of triton to
3He yields averaged over the transverse momentum inter-
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FIG. 22: (Color online) Energy dependence of the source tem-
perature T (a) and average collective transverse velocity 〈β〉
(b) at the kinetic freezeout in central A+A collisions. The
NA49 data from the mt versus mass analysis (see text for
detail) are indicated by green circles; those from blast-wave
(BW) fits of mt spectra of hadrons from NA49 are depicted
by blue squares; red stars are the STAR-BES results from a
BW analysis of hadron spectra reported in [51].
val 0.3(0.5)<pt<2.5 GeV/c was found to be 1.22± 0.10,
1.18 ± 0.11, 1.16 ± 0.15, 1.15 ± 0.19, and 1.05 ± 0.15 at
20A, 30A, 40A, 80A, and 158A GeV , respectively. The
t/3He ratio is plotted in Fig. 25 (red dots) as a function
of the center-of-mass energy. The decreasing trend with√
sNN suggests that a complete isospin equilibration may
eventually be achieved at an energy above the SPS range.
The data points from the E864 [22, 24] and E878 [52] ex-
periments give an impression of how close the t/3He and
n/p ratios are at AGS energies.
It is also expected that in heavy-ion collisions the n/p
ratio and the pi−/pi+ ratio should resemble each other
since all these species are involved in the process of dy-
namical evolution of the overall isospin balance. Fi-
gure 25 also shows the NA49 data on the pi−/pi+ ra-
tio at mid-rapidity [35, 50] (green stars) together with
the measurement at lower energies from the E895 ex-
periment [53]. The measurements indicate that, indeed,
both ratios remain coupled over the AGS and SPS energy
ranges.
E. Coalescence
In a coalescence approach [1, 2] the invariant yield NA
of clusters with charge Z and atomic mass number A is
related to the product of the yields of protons Npr and
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neutrons Nn through the coefficient BA, the so-called
coalescence parameter:
EA
d3NA
d3PA
= BA
(
Epr
d3Npr
d3p
)Z (
En
d3Nn
d3p
)A−Z
, (9)
where p = PA/A. Assuming that the ratio of neutrons
to protons is unity, BA is then calculated by dividing
the cluster yield at a given momentum PA by the A-th
power of the proton yields at PA/A. Results of such a
combined analysis of clusters from this study and the
proton spectra measured in Ref. [39] are presented in
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FIG. 25: (Color online) n/p, t/3He, and pi−/pi+ ratios in
central A+A collisions.
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FIG. 26: (Color online) Coalescence parameter B2 as a func-
tion of mt−m for deuterons from central Pb+Pb collisions at
20A (a), 30A (b), 40A (c), 80A (d), and 158A GeV(e). The
dashed lines represent fits with an exponential in mt.
Figs. 26 and 27, which show B2 and B3 as a function of
transverse mass at five collision energies. It should be
noted, that in a coalescence analysis the data used for
clusters and protons need to be measured in the same
rapidity interval since there is in general a non-negligible
rapidity dependence of the particle yields at a given mt.
The available NA49 spectrometer acceptance, however,
allows a commonmt coverage only in the region of cluster
mt−m > 0.25 GeV.
It is seen that for all collision energies the coalescence
parameters are rising with transverse mass in accordance
with the expectation that strong position-momentum
correlations are present in the expanding source lead-
ing to a higher coalescence probability at larger values
of mt [5].
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FIG. 27: (Color online) Coalescence parameter B3 as a func-
tion of mt−m for 3He nuclei from central Pb+Pb collisions at
20A (a), 30A (b), 40A (c), 80A (d), and 158A GeV(e). The
dashed lines represent fits with an exponential in mt.
When calculating the systematic uncertainty of the
presented values of B2,3, an uncertainty associated with
the proton yields needs to be included. This was
estimated by comparing the NA49 results on proton
yields obtained with two different analysis methods.
The dN/dy values for protons from an analysis using
dE/dx measurements reported in Ref. [40] differ from
those based on the combined dE/dx+TOF analysis pub-
lished in Ref. [39] by 5% and 6% at 40A GeV and
158A GeV, respectively. Based on these differences a
systematic uncertainty of 6% was assigned to the proton
yields and was further assumed not to vary with energy.
Standard error propagation then led to an estimated un-
certainty of 12% and 18% for B2 and B3, respectively.
Published results on coalescence factors in heavy-ion
experiments have been measured in different phase space
regions since the experiments differed in their rapidity
and pt coverage. In order to compare the present mea-
surements for B2 and B3 with previously obtained re-
sults, the dependences onmt−m shown in Figs. 26 and 27
were extrapolated down to mt−m = 0 (pt = 0). For this
purpose, a functional form of a0 exp[a1(mt−m)] was fit-
ted to the results obtained at each energy and is plotted
by dashed lines. The fit parameter a0 equals the coa-
lescence parameter at pt = 0, while the value of the pa-
rameter a1 depends on the difference between the slope
parameters of the spectra for clusters and protons (i.e.
a1 ≈ (1/Tprot− 1/TA)). The results on BA at pt = 0 are
listed in Table VIII and plotted in Fig. 28.
As was pointed out in the introduction, the lack of
knowledge about the production of neutrons in heavy-
ion reactions introduces a bias in the determination of the
coalescence parameters when employing only the proton
yield. Using the results on the t/3He ratio from Sec-
tion IVD one can correct the values for B2,3 obtained
under the assumption of equal yields for nucleons of both
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FIG. 28: (Color online) Coalescence parameter B2 and B3
from central A+A collisions.
types. The results in parentheses in Table VIII are the
coalescence parameters for d and 3He corrected by the
ratio Rnp ≈ t/3He.
TABLE VIII: Coalescence parameters B2,3 at pt = 0 from
central Pb+Pb collisions at beam momenta 20A-158A GeV/c.
The numbers in parentheses are corrected for the n/p ratio
by the factor Rnp ≈ t/3He (see text).
Ebeam B2 · 104 B3 · 107
(A GeV) (GeV2/c3) (GeV4/c6)
20 10.7(8.8) ± 0.4 6.1(5.0) ± 1.1
30 9.7(8.2) ± 0.5 6.1(5.2) ± 0.7
40 7.9(6.8) ± 0.4 5.7(4.9) ± 0.7
80 6.4(5.6) ± 0.5 2.8(2.4) ± 0.3
158 5.6(5.3) ± 0.4 2.0(1.9) ± 0.4
Within the SPS energy range the variation of the co-
alescence parameter is less than 40% and 60% for B2
and B3, respectively. Figure 28 compares the results
for B2 and B3 at pt = 0 (not corrected by Rnp) ob-
tained here to experimental data from the Bevalac [23],
AGS [24, 25], SPS [27, 28], and RHIC [47, 54, 55]. One
concludes from this compilation that the coalescence pa-
rameters decrease only slowly with
√
sNN over a broad
range of collision energies.
In the framework of thermal models of cluster produc-
tion [6, 7] the coalescence parameter is a measure of the
source size: BA ≈ (1/V )A−1. Thus, the observed ener-
gy dependence of BA implies that the transverse size of
the emitting source does not change much in this energy
domain. This behavior is consistent with that found in
two-pion interferometry (HBT) measurements [56].
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FIG. 29: (Color online) Coalescence radii Rcoal for A=2
(squares) and A=3 (circles) nuclei from central A+A colli-
sions.
In Ref. [5], calculations implementing collective expan-
sion of the reaction zone within the density matrix for-
malism demonstrated a close relation of the HBT radii to
those obtained from the coalescence analysis. Using the
prescription given in Ref. [5] the coalescence radii (Rcoal)
for deuterons and 3He were calculated at all collisions
energies. The results are shown in Fig. 29 along with the
data from the AGS and RHIC. One observes that the
values of Rcoal for d and
3He agree within their uncer-
tainties and increase gradually with the collision energy.
The latter may indicate a small increase of the freezeout
volume in this energy domain.
V. SUMMARY
This paper presents results on the production of d,
t and 3He nuclei in central Pb+Pb collisions at 20A-
158A GeV recorded with the NA49 detector at the
CERN SPS. The results for 3He cover a wide range of
rapidity and transverse momentum, while the measure-
ments for d and t were possible only in regions closer
to mid-rapidity and more restricted in transverse mo-
mentum. Cluster yields were determined and exhibit a
concave shape as function of rapidity with an increase of
the degree of concavity for heavier systems. The yields
of d and 3He integrated over the full phase space agree
with thermal model predictions at all collision energies.
The transverse mass spectra of clusters were measured
and the average values <mt>−m were found to increase
linearly with the mass. This behavior favors a combina-
tion of a box density profile with a linear velocity profile
in the source of the clusters. The evolution of the isospin
asymmetry in the fireball was studied using the triton to
3He ratio. It was found to change gradually with colli-
sion energy following the trend observed in the ratio of
pi− to pi+ yields. The coalescence parameters B2,3 were
derived showing a weak energy dependence. This ob-
servation suggests only a small increase of the freezeout
volume from AGS to RHIC energies.
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